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ABSTRACT 
In embryos, lineage-specific profiles of chromatin accessibility control gene expression by modulating                       

transcription, and thus impact multipotent progenitor states and subsequent fate choices. Subsets of cardiac                           
and pharyngeal/head muscles share a common origin in the cardiopharyngeal mesoderm, but the chromatin                           
landscapes that govern multipotent progenitors’ competence and early fate choices remain largely elusive.                         
Here, we leveraged the simplicity of the chordate model Ciona to profile chromatin accessibility through                             
stereotyped transitions from naive Mesp+ mesoderm to distinct fate-restricted heart and pharyngeal muscle                         
precursors. An FGF-Foxf pathway acts in multipotent progenitors to establish cardiopharyngeal-specific                     
patterns of accessibility, which govern later heart vs. pharyngeal muscle-specific expression profiles,                       
demonstrating extensive spatiotemporal decoupling between early cardiopharyngeal enhancer accessibility                 
and late cell-type-specific activity. Combinations of cis-regulatory elements with distinct chromatin                     
accessibility profiles are required to activate of Ebf and Tbx1/10, two key determinants of cardiopharyngeal                             
fate choices. We propose that this higher order combinatorial logic increases the repertoire of regulatory                             
inputs that control gene expression, through either accessibility and/or activity, thus fostering spatially and                           
temporally accurate fate choices.   
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How a species’ genome encodes its diverse and specific biological features has fascinated generations              

of biologists, and answers regarding the genetic control of body plan, organ, tissue and cell type formation                 

have emerged from steady progress in developmental biology. Cell types arise as cells divide and the                

progeny of pluripotent embryonic stem cells progress through multipotent and fate-restricted states. The             

ontogeny of diverse terminal cell identities involves differential expression of hundreds to thousands of              

genes, whose dynamic activities are orchestrated by complex gene regulatory networks, whereby            

DNA-binding proteins and co-factors act upon specific cis-regulatory elements to control gene            

expression1. Technical and conceptual revolutions in genome biology have extensively characterized the            

chromatin dynamics that govern the function of these cis-regulatory elements 2. Specifically, as the nuclear              

genome is packaged in nucleosomes, DNA-binding transcription factors have to compete with histones to              

interact with cis-regulatory elements and control gene expression. Thus, identifying changing landscapes            

of accessible chromatin governing the transition from multipotent to fate restricted progenitors offers             

privileged insights into the genomic code for progressive cell type specification. 

Dynamic chromatin states underlying cardiomyocyte differentiation have been extensively profiled 3,4
          

and chromatin state regulation is essential for heart development 5–7
. However, different parts of the heart               

originate from separate first and second progenitor fields, including those referred to as cardiopharyngeal              

because they also produce branchiomeric head muscles 8,9
. Bulk and single cell transcription profiling 10,11

             

have begun to illuminate gene expression changes underlying cardiopharyngeal fate choices, but the             

corresponding chromatin dynamics remains largely elusive. Moreover, these analyses are partially           

hindered by the complexity of early vertebrate embryos. By contrast, the tunicate Ciona emerged as a                

simple and powerful chordate model to study early cardiopharyngeal development at high            
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spatio-temporal resolution8,12
(Fig. 1A). Building on previous extensive transcription profiles 13,14

, including           

from single cells 15 
, here we characterize the genome-wide chromatin accessibility dynamics underlying            

cardiopharyngeal fate specification. We identify regulatory inputs that govern cis-regulatory element           

accessibility and activity, as well as cell-type-specific enhancers for key cardiopharyngeal determinants,            

and propose models connecting combinatorial chromatin dynamics to cell-specific gene expression and            

fate choices. 

 

RESULTS 
A reference accessome for cardiopharyngeal development 

To characterize the chromatin landscape underlying early cardiopharyngeal development, we used the            

assay for transposon-accessible chromatin (ATAC-seq16
) on lineage-specific samples isolated at successive           

time points, and following defined perturbations 15,17
(Fig. 1A). We obtained ~4,000 FACS-purified cells             

per replicate, collecting samples encompassing early cardiopharyngeal fate transitions, B-line          

mesenchymal cells and whole embryo cell suspensions (Table S1). We obtained ~500 million unique              

ATAC-seq reads, with fragment-size distributions showing the characteristic ~150 bp periodicity and            

patterns of mono-, di- and tri-nucleosomal fragments 16
, which were absent in the genomic DNA control               

(Fig. S1). We identified ATAC-seq peaks using MACS218
, and generated a combined atlas of 56,090 unique                

and non-overlapping accessible regions covering 9.25% of the C. robusta genome, which we used as our                

reference “accessome” (Fig. S1). General metrics including peak numbers, size, GC content and genomic              

distribution were comparable to consensus peaksets reported in similar studies of chromatin accessibility             

in developmental contexts 19–23
 (Supplementary text; Fig. S1).  

Next, we annotated the reference accessome by associating accessible regions with other genomic             

features. In Ciona, the transcripts of approximately half of the protein-coding genes undergo             

spliced-leader (SL) trans-splicing, causing the 5’ end of mRNAs to differ from the transcription start site                

(TSS)24,25
. Using annotated TSSs 26–28

, RNA-seq datasets 15 
, and our ATAC-seq data (Fig. S2), we determined              

that promoter regions and 5’ untranslated regions (5’UTR) were over-represented in the accessome             

(P<0.01, binomial test; Fig. S1), and we detected nucleosome footprints immediately upstream of TSSs ,               

consistent with a tendency for constitutive accessibility 29–31
(Fig. S2). By contrast, intronic and intergenic              

regions were significantly under-represented in our reference accessome, compared to the whole genome,             

although they were the most abundant elements (32.8% and 20.8%, respectively; Fig. S1), suggesting              

context-specific accessibility, as expected for tissue-specific cis-regulatory elements 32
. We associated          

annotated genes with ATAC-seq peaks located within 10 kb of the TSS or transcription termination site                

(TTS) (Fig. S3)33
, thus assigning median values of 11 peaks per gene, and 3 genes per peak, owing to the                    

compact Ciona genome (Fig. S3). Notably, active regulatory genes encoding transcription factors (TF) and              

signaling molecules (SM) were associated with significantly more peaks than other expressed genes             

(P<0.001, binomial test; Fig. S3). This high peak density surrounding regulatory genes is reminiscent of               

previously described super-enhancers 34
and Clusters of Open Cis-Regulatory Elements (COREs)          

surrounding developmental regulators 35–37 
. 

 

Cardiopharyngeal accessibility profiles are established in multipotent progenitors 
Using this annotated reference accessome, we investigated lineage-specific and dynamic patterns of            

chromatin accessibility during fate decisions. We observed the greatest contrast in accessibility between             

the B7.5 and B-line mesenchyme lineages, whereas biological replicates correlated most highly            

(Spearman’s ρ>0.93), indicating reproducible detection of extensive lineage-specific accessibility (Fig. 1B).           

Within the B7.5 lineage, correlation analysis suggested that most changes occur between 6 and 10 hpf,                

during the transition from naive Mesp+ mesoderm to multipotent cardiopharyngeal progenitors (aka            

trunk ventral cells, TVCs). Higher correlation between multipotent progenitors and mixed heart and             

pharyngeal muscle precursors, obtained from 18 hpf larvae, suggested more stable accessibility profiles             
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during and immediately following early cardiopharyngeal fate choices (Fig. 1B). Consistent with            

correlation analyses, most significant temporal changes in accessibility occurred during the transition            

from naive Mesp+ mesoderm to multipotent progenitors (5,450 peaks, FDR<0.05; Fig. 1C). Specifically,             

about two thirds (64.7%, 3,525/5,450) of these regions showed reduced accessibility at 10 hpf, in               

multipotent progenitors, compared to 6 hpf naive Mesp+ mesoderm (Fig. 1C). Conversely, 1,252 regions              

appeared to open between 6 and 10 hpf or later (Fig. 1C), and 38.8% (486/1,252) of these regions were                   

more accessible in the B7.5-lineage compared to the mesenchyme (Fig. 1C). Moreover, the subset of               

regions opening between 6 and 10 hpf or later was enriched in genomic elements associated with                

cardiopharyngeal markers, including primed pan-cardiac and pharyngeal muscle markers, while elements           

flanking tail muscle markers (anterior tail muscle, aka ATMs) as well as multipotent progenitor genes that                

are downregulated after 12 hpf, were predominantly closing between 6 and 10 to 18 hpf (Fig. 1D). Taken                  

together, these observations suggest that cardiopharyngeal accessibility profiles are established          

specifically in the B7.5 lineage, upon induction of multipotent progenitors, and persist in fate-restricted              

cells. 

 

To further analyze changes in accessibility associated with multipotent progenitor induction, we            

performed ATAC-seq on B7.5 lineage cells isolated at 10 hpf following defined perturbations of              

FGF-MAPK signaling, a constitutively active form of Mek (MekS216D,S220E
), which converts all B7.5 lineage              

cells into multipotent cardiopharyngeal progenitors or a dominant negative Fgf receptor (FgfrDN 
), which             

blocks induction and transforms all cells into ATMs 17,38
(Fig. 1A). We repurposed DESeq239

to analyze               

differential accessibility using the reference accessome, and identified 2,728 and 2,491 regions that either              

closed or opened following inhibition and activation of FGF-MAPK signaling, respectively (Figs. 1E,G, S4).              

Using peak-to-gene annotations, we cross-referenced ATAC-seq with expression microarray data obtained           

from B7.5 lineage cells expressing the same FgfrDN,13 
, and observed a positive correlation between changes               

in differential accessibility and differential gene expression at 10 hpf (Spearman’s ρ = 0.47; Figs. 1E, S5).                 

Specifically, 48% of differentially FGF-MAPK-regulated genes were associated with at least one element             

showing consistent differential accessibility, including 260 candidate FGF-MAPK-regulated TVC markers          

associated with 557 regions predicted to open specifically in multipotent cardiopharyngeal progenitors at             

10 hpf (Table S2, Fig. S5). Conversely, the majority of ATAC-seq peaks associated with              

FGF-MAPK-inhibited tail muscles markers were also more accessible upon inhibition of FGF signaling             

(Table S2; Fig. S4). Taken together, these observations indicate that cardiopharyngeal accessibility            

profiles are established in the multipotent progenitors by opening regions associated with genes             

upregulated upon induction by FGF-MAPK signaling.  

These results open the possibility that differentially accessible elements act as tissue-specific            

enhancers. Consistent with this hypothesis, FGF-MAPK-dependent and cardiopharyngeal-specific        

elements were predominantly found in intronic or intergenic regions (48% and 37%, respectively,             

FDR<0.05, Hypergeometric test), whereas tissue-specific peaks associated to tail muscle markers were            

enriched in promoters, TSS and 5’UTR (Hypergeometric test, FDR<0.05, 57%, 23% and 15%, respectively)              

(Fig. S5). Previously characterized enhancers for TVC-specific genes Lgr4/5/6 , Rhodf , Foxf, Unc5 , Rgs21,             

Ddr, Asb2 and Gata4/5/6 13,40–42
showed ATAC-seq patterns consistent with cardiopharyngeal-specific          

accessibility (Fig. 1F, Table S3). We thus leveraged differential accessibility profiles to identify novel              

enhancers for cardiopharyngeal gene expression. We focused on a locus containing the conserved cardiac              

determinant and TVC marker, Nk4/Nkx2-5 43 
, and two tail-muscle specific Myosin regulatory light chain             

(Mrlc) genes 44–46
, with associated elements showing the predicted TVC- and ATM-specific accessibility            

patterns, respectively (Fig. 1G). Reporter gene expression assays showed that a DNA fragment containing              

differentially accessible elements located in the Nk4/Nkx2-5 intron (KhC8.2200 and .2001 ) was sufficient             

to drive GFP expression in cardiopharyngeal progenitors (Fig. 1I); while B7.5 lineage-specific            

CRISPR/Cas9-induced deletions of these elements reduced or eliminated Nk4/Nkx2-5 expression,          
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demonstrating its role as a bona fide cardiopharyngeal enhancer (Fig. 1J). Extending these analyses to               

other loci, including Fgf4 , Fzd4, Foxg-r, Fbln, Eph1, Ncaph, Zan, Tmtc2, Hand and Smurf1/2, 10 out 15                 

candidate cardiopharyngeal enhancers drove reporter expression specifically in multipotent progenitors          

(Fig. S6, Table S4), and B7.5-lineage-specific CRISPR/Cas9-mediated mutagenesis targeting differentially          

accessible elements reduced TVC-specific expression of the neighbouring genes Fgf4 , Smurf1/2 and Fbln             

(Fig. S7, Table S5). Conversely, candidate atrial tail muscle (aka ATM)-specific elements activated             

reporter gene expression in the tail muscles, including ATM cells, but not in the cardiopharyngeal               

progenitors, and were located near tail muscle markers (Fig. S4, Table S6). Collectively, these findings               

indicate that genomic elements that open specifically in multipotent progenitors upon FGF-MAPK            

induction act as transcriptional enhancers of cardiopharyngeal gene expression, illustrating the predictive            

power of our differential accessibility analysis for functional annotations. 

 

A Foxf-dependent code for cardiopharyngeal accessibility 
Next, we harnessed chromatin accessibility patterns predictive of cardiopharyngeal enhancer activity           

to identify enriched sequence motifs, and thus candidate regulators of chromatin accessibility and gene              

expression. To this aim, we repurposed chromVAR47 
, which was developed to analyze sequence motifs              

associated with cell-type-specific accessibility in single cell ATAC-seq data (Fig. 2A). Naive Mesp+             

mesoderm-specific elements, which closed between 6 and 10 hpf, were enriched in motifs for              

Homeodomain, T-box and Ets families of transcription factors (TF), consistent with documented roles for              

Lhx3/4, Tbx6 and Ets homologs in B7.5 blastomeres 38,48,49
(Fig. 2A). Candidate tail muscle-specific             

elements, which opened upon FgfrDN
misexpression, were similar to naive Mesp+ mesoderm, and             

enriched in motifs for the basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) family of TFs, which includes Mesp and               

Mrf/MyoD, a conserved muscle-specific transcription regulator that promotes tail muscle          

differentiation13,14,50,51
. By contrast, motifs for GATA, Forkhead and nuclear receptor families of TFs were              

enriched among candidate cardiopharyngeal-specific elements, revealing a typical mesendodermal         

signature for early cardiopharyngeal progenitors 52
.  

Combined with motif enrichment analyses, temporal gene expression profiles 14
identified candidate           

trans-acting regulators of cardiopharyngeal-specific accessibility and/or activity (Fig. 2B). For example,           

besides consistent Mrf/MyoD, Lhx3/4 , Ets1/2, and Tbx6 expression and motif enrichment associated            

with tail muscle- or naive Mesp+ mesoderm specific accessibility, the potential association between K50              

Paired homeodomain proteins - Otx, Pitx and Gsc - and founder cell-specific accessibility is consistent               

with and suggests a possible role for early Otx expression in B7.5 blastomeres 53
(Fig. 2B).               

Cardiopharyngeal-specific enrichment for Fox/Forkhead and GATA motifs pointed to several known           

factors, including Foxf, one of the first gene activated in multipotent progenitors upon induction by               

FGF-MAPK, prior to Gata4/5/6 13,42,54
. GATA and Forkhead proteins are founding members of a group of               

TFs known as pioneers, which can bind their target sites in closed chromatin and promote               

accessibility 55,56 
. Protein sequence alignments indicated the presence of key residues, conserved between            

the DNA binding domains of Foxf and the classic pioneer FOXA, which mimic linker histone H1 in its                  

ability to displace DNA-bound nucleosomes 57
(Fig. S8). Finally, the Foxf enhancer was accessible in naive               

Mesp+ founder cells, suggesting that it can be activated without further requirement for pioneering              

activity, unlike the intronic Gata4/5/6 enhancer (Fig. S9). Consistent with a role for Fox and GATA                

proteins in opening and activating the Nk4/Nkx2-5 enhancer, we found putative cognate binding sites in               

the newly identified element in a region of >65% sequence identity with the closely related species, C.                 

savignyi (Fig. S10). Taken together, these analyses identified a putative code for            

cardiopharyngeal-specific accessibility and enhancer activity, which comprise motifs for candidate DNA           

binding factors of the Forkhead, GATA, and nuclear receptor families, and identified Foxf as candidate               

determinant of cardiopharyngeal accessibility. 
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To test a role for Foxf in establishing cardiopharyngeal accessibility and gene expression profiles, we               

used reagents for B7.5 lineage-specific loss of function by CRISPR/Cas9-mediated mutagenesis           

(Foxf CRISPR, 58
), and performed ATAC- and RNA-seq on FACS-purified cells isolated from tailbud embryos             

at 10 hpf. RNA-seq confirmed that CRISPR/Cas9 mutagenesis inhibited Foxf itself, and other             

TVC-expressed genes, including effectors of collective cell migration such as Ddr, consistent with previous              

microarray data13,41
(Fig. 2C, Fig. S9). Out of 52 differentially expressed genes (Table S7), seven               

down-regulated genes were previously annotated as primed pan-cardiac markers 15 
, including Hand ,           

Gata4/5/6 and Fzd4. Down-regulated genes also included primed pharyngeal muscle markers, such as             

Rhod/f 13
(Fig. S9), suggesting that Foxf promotes the onset of both the cardiac and pharyngeal muscle                

programs in multipotent progenitors, a feature known as multilineage transcriptional priming 14,15
.  

Consistent with the effects of Foxf mutagenesis on gene expression, regions closed in Foxf CRISPR
              

samples included known cardiopharyngeal enhancers for Gata4/5/6 and Ddr13,40,41
(Fig. 2D, Fig. S11),             

newly identified enhancers for Eph1, Smurf1/2 and Fzd4, and a novel enhancer of Hand expression               

(Hand _KhC14.805 - .807 ) (Figs. 2E-F, S12, Table S8). These differentially accessible elements contain             

several, evolutionary conserved, putative Fox binding sites (Figs. S12, S13). Notably, 98% of the regions               

that closed upon Foxf inhibition and were located near a down-regulated gene, also showed the ATAC-seq                

profile for cardiopharyngeal-specific accessibility (Figs. 2D, S9). Conversely, 22% (600/2,728) of the            

predicted cardiopharyngeal-specific elements were closed upon Foxf inhibition, and gene set enrichment            

analysis further indicated that Foxf loss-of-function generally decreased the accessibility of           

cardiopharyngeal-specific elements (Fig. S9). Finally, 51% of the Foxf-dependent elements associated           

with candidate Foxf targets were closed in 6 hpf founder cells and appear to open specifically in the                  

cardiopharyngeal progenitors by 10 hpf (Fig. S14; Table S9). This dynamics is consistent with a               

requirement for Foxf activity following its activation specifically in the TVCs, immediately after cell              

division of the naive Mesp+ progenitors. Taken together, these results indicate that, in newborn              

multipotent progenitors, FGF-MAPK signaling upregulates Foxf13,42 
, which is then required to open a             

substantial fraction of cardiopharyngeal-specific elements for gene expression in multipotent progenitors,           

including for such essential determinants as Gata4/5/6 and Hand .  
 

Chromatin accessibility in late heart vs. pharyngeal muscle precursors 
Besides controlling coherent chromatin opening, enhancer activity and gene expression in           

multipotent cardiopharyngeal progenitors, FGF-Foxf inputs also appeared to open regions associated with            

later de novo-expressed heart and pharyngeal muscle markers 14,15,43,59
(Fig. 1E; Table S10). Accessibility             

patterns were also better correlated between 10 and 18 hpf (Fig. 1B), suggesting a decoupling between                

early accessibility and late heart- vs. pharyngeal muscle-specific expression in late fate-restricted            

precursors. To identify accessibility patterns underlying the heart vs. pharyngeal muscle fate choices, we              

compared bulk RNA-seq15
and ATAC-seq datasets obtained from cardiopharyngeal lineage cells isolated            

from 18 hpf larvae, following the same defined perturbations of FGF-MAPK signaling 38,59,60
(Figs. 1A, 3A,               

S15, S16). Among cardiac and pharyngeal muscle markers, we identified 35 FGF-MAPK-regulated genes             

associated with one or more element showing consistent differential accessibility (Figs. 3A, S21, Table              

S11), suggesting that, at least for a subset of cardiopharyngeal marker genes, FGF-MAPK-dependent             

changes in gene expression follow corresponding changes in chromatin accessibility in early heart and              

pharyngeal muscle precursors.  

Gene-level inspection of differential accessibility associated with either inhibition or activation of            

gene expression revealed that only a fraction of associated elements were either closing or opening upon                

perturbation of FGF-MAPK signaling (Fig. S16). For example, the first heart lineage marker Matrix              

metallo proteinase 21 /Mmp2115
was associated with multiple elements located upstream and in introns,            

but only some of these elements were differentially accessible following either gain or loss of FGF-MAPK                
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function (Fig. S16), and a 3kb fragment containing the upstream differentially accessible element sufficed              

to enhance transcription throughout the cardiopharyngeal lineage, but not specifically in the first heart              

precursors (Fig. S16), suggesting that cardiac-specific accessibility determines tissue-specific gene          

expression. 

Remarkably, the vast majority (91%, 356/391, Table S12) of differentially expressed genes was not              

associated with differentially accessible elements (Figs. 3A, S16). Specifically, out of 30 de novo-expressed              

pan-cardiac genes that were also differentially expressed upon FGF-MAPK perturbation at 18hpf, only 8              

(27%±8%, SE) were associated with one differentially accessible element following perturbation of            

FGF-MAPK signaling (Fig. 3B). This suggested that most differential gene expression in early heart and               

pharyngeal muscle precursors arise from differential cis-regulatory activity of elements that are otherwise             

accessible throughout the cardiopharyngeal mesoderm. In keeping with this hypothesis, accessible           

regions associated with de novo expressed pan-cardiac markers tended to open between 6 and 10 hpf, in a                  

pattern consistent with FGF- and Foxf-dependent cardiopharyngeal-specific accessibility (Fig. 3C, Fig.           

S17). These observations suggested that cis-regulatory elements controlling cell-type-specific de novo           

gene expression open in multipotent progenitors prior to becoming active in fate-restricted precursors.             

Such decoupling between enhancer accessibility and activity has been observed in other developmental             

contexts, including early cardiogenesis in mammals 3,4
.  

As a proof of principle, we analyzed the Lrp4/8 locus, which harbors two intronic elements (KhC4.137                

and KhC4.144 ) that opened upon TVC induction in an FGF- and Foxf-dependent manner, prior to Lrp4/8                

activation in cardiac progenitors 15 
, and were not differentially accessible at 18 hpf (Fig. 3C,D). Reporter               

gene expression and CRISPR/Cas9-mediated mutagenesis assays followed by FISH indicated that           

KhC4.137 is both necessary and sufficient to activate gene expression in heart precursors (Fig. 3E,F),               

showing that it acts as a bona fide enhancer, and demonstrating a specific case of decoupling between                 

early and broad accessibility and late, cell-type-specific, activity. 

 
To identify candidate regulators of late accessibility and activity, we parsed accessible elements             

associated with de novo expressed heart and pharyngeal muscle markers into pre-accessible/primed or de              

novo accessible elements, and discovered sequence motifs enriched in each category (Fig. 4A, Table S13).               
As expected, Forkhead motifs were overrepresented in primed elements associated with both de             

novo-expressed cardiac and pharyngeal muscle genes. Putative binding sites for SMAD and K50 Paired              

homeodomain proteins - such as Otx,Pitx, Crx and Gsc (Fig. S18)- were enriched among pre-accessible               

elements associated with cardiac markers, and found in the primed elements regulating de novo              

expression of Lrp4/8 , suggesting a specific role in transcriptional activation, consistent with conserved             

roles for Pitx2 and BMP-SMAD signaling during heart development 61,62
(Fig. S18). Motifs for known              

regulators of cardiac development, including Meis 3,63
, were over-represented among de novo accessible            

elements associated to cardiac markers, suggesting roles in establishing accessibility and/or regulating            

enhancer activity (Fig. S18). Notably, GATA motifs were enriched among both primed and de novo               

accessible elements associated with cardiac markers, consistent with conserved roles for GATA factors as              

pioneer factors, and during cardiac development 64
. Among motifs enriched in accessible elements            

associated with de novo-expressed pharyngeal muscle markers, the presence of ETS-, TBX-, bHLH/Mrf-,             

CSL- and EBF-family motifs is consistent with established roles for FGF-MAPK, Hand-r, Tbx1/10, Mrf,              

Ebf and Notch signaling in pharyngeal muscle specification14,17,43,51,65,66
. Of note, the enrichment of EBF              

motifs among de novo accessible elements associated with de novo expressed pharyngeal muscle markers              

is reminiscent of the ability of EBF-family factors to interact with nucleosome-bound cognate sites,              

suggestive of a pioneering activity in committed pharyngeal muscle precursors 16
. In summary, this             

analysis identified distinct combinations of established and putative trans-acting factors differentially           

controlling the accessibility and/or activity of cis-regulatory elements that govern heart- vs.            

pharyngeal-muscle-specific gene expression. 
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Combinatorial cis-regulatory control of cardiopharyngeal determinants 
The above analyses focused on one-to-one associations between accessible elements and neighboring            

genes to uncover candidate trans-acting inputs controlling gene expression through defined elements.            

However, most genes are associated with multiple accessible regions, especially developmental control            

genes (Fig. S3), suggesting that individual genes may respond to a variety of regulatory inputs mediated                

through separate cis-regulatory elements. For instance, the loci of many de novo-expressed heart and              

pharyngeal muscle markers contained both primed cardiopharyngeal-specific and de novo          

cell-type-specific accessible elements (Fig. S18). As a proof of concept, we focused on Tbx1/10 and Ebf,                

two established determinants of cardiopharyngeal fates 14,15,17,43,65
. Both loci contained multiple accessible           

regions, including elements open since the naive Mesp+ mesoderm state (e.g. Ebf_KhL24.35 /36 , Figs. 4B,              

S19), cardiopharyngeal-lineage-specific elements that open prior to gene activation (e.g. Ebf_KhL24.34 ,           

Fig. 4A) and elements that open de novo in fate-restricted pharyngeal muscle precursors, where the gene                

is activated (e.g. Ebf_KhL24.37 , Figs. 4A, S19). Previous reporter gene expression assays identified the              

latter element as a minimal, although weak, enhancer active in pharyngeal muscle precursors 43
.             

CRISPR/Cas9-mediated mutagenesis assays followed by FISH indicated that each one of these elements is              

necessary for proper activation of Ebf in pharyngeal muscle progenitors (Figs. 4E-G and S19).  

Consistent with the established roles of Hand-r, Tbx1/10 and Ets-mediated FGF-MAPK signaling in             

activating Ebf, the primed cardiopharyngeal-specific element (KhL24.34) contained E-box and Fox           

motifs, and the more distal de novo accessible minimal enhancer (KhL24.37) also contained putative Ets,               

E-box and RORγ binding sites, whereas the constitutively accessible elements (KhC24.35 and .36 )             

contained primarily CREB and T-box binding sites (Fig. 4E, S19). Of note, Ebf expression is maintained                

by auto-regulation17 
, which requires separate intronic elements that open later and harbor putative Ebf              

binding sites (Fig. S21). This indicates that Ebf expression in pharyngeal muscle precursors is controlled               

by a combination of trans-acting inputs mediated by distinct elements with variable dynamics of              

accessibility. Tbx1/10 showed a similar logic, whereby a constitutively accessible upstream element            

(KhC7.909 ) acts as an enhancer of cardiopharyngeal expression17 
, whose activity also requires a primed              

cardiopharyngeal-specific intronic element (KhC7.914) (Fig. S20). Taken together, these results indicate           

that multiple elements are necessary for proper activation of cell fate determinants, such as Tbx1/10 and                

Ebf, in a manner reminiscent of super- and shadow enhancers 67 
, but here, individual regulatory elements               

show distinct motifs composition and dynamics of chromatin accessibility. Thus, the sequence diversity             

and modular organization permits distinct chromatin dynamics, thereby increasing the repertoire of            

trans-acting inputs controlling gene expression via both enhancer accessibility and activity. 

 

DISCUSSION 
We characterized the accessible genome of the tunicate Ciona, with a special focus on the               

cardiopharyngeal lineage that produce heart and pharyngeal muscles. As seen in other systems, less than               

10% of the Ciona genome is accessible, and distributed across thousands of short regions, most of which                 

are stably accessible across time and lineages, especially promoter regions. By contrast, developmentally             

regulated regions either closed upon induction of multipotent progenitors, or opened specifically in the              

cardiopharyngeal lineage in response to FGF-MAPK signaling and Foxf activity. The latter elements were              

predominantly found in intergenic and intronic regions, and near cardiopharyngeal markers, consistent            

with their function as transcriptional enhancers. Similarly to other Forkhead factors 55
, Ciona Foxf is              

required to open cardiopharyngeal elements for either immediate or later activation in multipotent or              

fate-restricted progenitors, respectively. Notably Foxf homologs play deeply conserved roles in visceral            

muscles specification68–70 
, including during heart development in mammals 71 

. Moreover, GATA motifs are            

over-represented among cardiopharyngeal-specific elements, also consistent with a conserved role for           

GATA homologs in heart development 72–77
. As combinations of Fox and GATA inputs play well-established              
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roles in early endoderm specification78
, we speculate that cardiopharyngeal regulatory programs were            

built upon an ancestral endomesodermal chromatin landscape during Olfactores evolution. 

Finally, the majority of cell-type-specific markers expressed de novo are associated with “primed             

accessible” elements, as observed in numerous systems including cardiac differentiation of embryonic            

stem cells 3,4 
, and consistent with the role of pioneer factors in establishing competence for subsequent               

activation55 
. In the case of Tbx1/10 and Ebf, spatially and temporally accurate activation is essential to                

permit the emergence of first and second cardiac, and pharyngeal muscle lineages 14,15,17,43
. We propose              

that, whereas the activity of multiple elements with similar spatio-temporal transcriptional outputs            

permits precise and robust gene activation67,79 
, the modular organization of the cis-regulatory system             

increases the repertoire of regulatory inputs, acting through both accessibility and activity, to control              

cell-specific gene expression. These multi-level combinatorial inputs achieve exquisite spatio-temporal          

control, while permitting strong activation, thus ensuring both transcriptional precision and accuracy for             

developmental fate choices (Fig. S21). 
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Fig. 1 
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Fig. 1. Profiling chromatin accessibility dynamics during early cardiopharyngeal cell development.                     
(A) Embryos, larvae and lineage diagram showing B7.5 blastomeres, their cardiopharyngeal progeny, and             

the main stages sampled for ATAC-seq. Stages (St.) according to 80
with hours post fertilization (hpf). (B)                 

Spearman correlation of RPKM (reads per kb per million mapped reads) values in 14,178 regions               

changing accessibility over time or between mesenchyme and B7.5. (C) Temporal changes in chromatin              

accessibility for 5,450 peaks. “Open peaks at 6 hpf”: 3,691 regions more accessible at 6 than 10 hpf in                   

control samples. “Open peaks at 10 hpf”: 1,759 regions more accessible at 10 than 6 hpf. The accessibility                  

of these peaks is shown for 6, 10, and 18 hpf vs. the average (avg) accessibility in the control cells.                    

Cell-type specific chromatin accessibility is shown in the comparison of B7.5 vs. mesenchyme (mes.) at 10                

and 18 hpf. (D ) Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) normalized enrichment score of defined gene sets                

in peaks ranked by difference in accessibility between time points as indicated (see Supplementary Text).               

(E-F) Correlations between differentially expressed (DE) genes and differentially accessible (DA) peaks            

(E) and between two ATAC-seq samples (F). Colored dots are significantly changing in both comparisons.               

In (E), 𝜌 is the Spearman correlation of expression and accessibility for DA peaks associated to DE genes.                  

(G) Relationship between expression and accessibility of DE genes associated to DA peaks. Microarray              

log 
2(fold change (FC)) values are shown as black dots. ATAC-seq log 

2(FC) values are shown as diamonds.                

(H) A 24 kb region on chromosome 8 displaying expression (RNA-seq) and chromatin accessibility              

(ATAC-seq; normalized by total sequencing depth). Gray shaded boxes show validated ATM-specific            

promoters and a newly identified TVC-specific enhancer in Nk4 intron. (I ) Enhancer driven in vivo               

reporter expression (green) of tested ATAC-seq peaks (KhC8.2200 and .2201 ). TVCs marked with             

Mesp>H2B::mCherry (red). Numbers indicate observed/total of halves embryos scored. (J) Endogenous           

expression of Nk4 visualized by in situ (green) in TyrosinaseCRISPR
and upon CRISPR/Cas9-induced             

deletions of TVC-specific peaks. Nuclei of B7.5 lineage cells are labelled by Mesp>nls::LacZ and revealed               

with an anti beta-galactosidase antibody (red). Experiment performed in biological replicates. Scale bar,             

20 μm. Statistical analysis using a Fisher exact test, total numbers of embryos are shown. 
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Fig. 2 
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Fig. 2. Foxf is required for cardiopharyngeal-specific chromatin accessibility . (A) Deviation z-scores                    

from ChromVAR47 
. Motifs were taken from the HOMER Known Motifs database 81

. Deviations were             

computed for FGF signaling-dependent peaks at 10 hpf and B7.5 replicates at 6 and 10 hpf. Only DA                  

motifs (FDR < 0.01, |z| > 2 in any replicate) are shown. (B ) Microarray gene expression of transcription                  

factors over time compared to enrichment of corresponding HOMER motifs in condition specific peak              

sets. log 
2
p-values are shown for a hypergeometric test for enrichment of each motif in each peak set. (C)                   

Differential expression from bulk RNA-seq (DE) vs. chromatin accessibility from ATAC-seq (DA). 𝜌 is the               

Spearman correlation of expression and accessibility for DA peaks associated to DE genes.(D)             

Relationship between expression and accessibility of DE genes associated to DA peaks as in Fig. 1G. (E) A                  

3.6 kb region on chromosome 14 displaying expression profiles of RNA-seq and chromatin accessibility              

profiles of ATAC-seq normalized tag count. Foxf core binding site (GTAAACA) is displayed as blue line.                

The boxed region indicates a newly identified TVC-specific enhancer in Hand locus. Red arrow indicates a                

TVC-specific enhancer showing closed chromatin in Foxf CRISPR
ATAC-seq. (F ) Enhancer driven in vivo             

reporter expression (green) of tested ATAC-seq peaks. TVCs marked with Mesp>H2B::mCherry (red).            

Numbers indicate observed/total of halves embryos scored. Experiment performed in biological           

replicates. Scale bar, 30 μm.  
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Fig. 3 
 

 

 
Fig. 3 Cardiopharyngeal lineage-specific accessibility profiles and decoupling between enhancer                   
accessibility and activity for de novo expressed genes. (A) Differentially expressed (DE) genes vs                      

differentially accessible (DA) peaks. 𝜌 is the Spearman correlation of expression and accessibility for DA               

peaks associated to DE genes. (B) Relationship between accessibility and expression of de novo cardiac               

genes as in Fig. 1G. DE genes in either condition are shown as black dots. Non-significant genes are shown                   

as hollow circles. (C) ATAC-seq peaks associated to de novo expressed pan-cardiac genes. The              

accessibility of these peaks is shown for 6, 10 and 18 hpf vs. the average (avg) accessibility in the controls                    

(LacZ) and upon FGF-MAPK perturbations at either 10 or 18hpf. Peaks were classified as “Open in ASM”                 

(less accessible in FgfrDN
vs. M-Ras CA

or LacZ at 18hpf), “Open in Heart” (less accessible in M-Ras CA 
vs.                

 
 

FgfrDN
or LacZ at 18hpf), “Closed in FofxCRISPR

” (less accessible in FofxCRISPR
vs. Control CRISPR

), or “Open in                 

TVC” (less accessible in FgfrDN
vs. MekS216D,S220E

or LacZ at 10 hpf). (D ) A 6 kb region on chromosome 4                    

displaying expression profiles of RNA-seq and chromatin accessibility profiles of ATAC-seq normalized            

tag count. Peak ID refers to elements tested for reporter assay in vivo. The newly identified enhancer in                  

Lrp4/8 locus is in the boxed region. (E) Enhancer driven in vivo reporter expression (green) of tested                 

“ KhC4.137 ” peak. TVCs marked with Mesp>H2B::mCherry (red). Numbers indicate observed/total of           

halves embryos scored. Zoom on cardiopharyngeal cell lineage (panel on the right). (F) Endogenous              

expression of Lrp4/8 visualized by in situ (green) in Tyrosinase CRISPR
and upon CRISPR/Cas9-induced             
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deletion of ATAC-seq peaks. Nuclei of B7.5 lineage cells are labelled by Mesp>nls::LacZ and revealed with                

an anti beta-galactosidase antibody (red). Mesp driven hCD4::mCherry accumulates at the cell membrane             

as revealed by anti mCherry antibody (Blue). Experiment performed in biological replicates. Scale bar, 10               

μm. (G ) Statistical analysis using a Fisher exact test (p < 0.001),  total numbers of embryos are shown. 
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Fig. 4 
 

 

 

Fig. 4 Combinations of cis-regulatory elements with distinct chromatin accessibility profiles are                       
required for Ebf transcription in pharyngeal-muscle precursors. (A) TF binding motif families                  

enriched in peaks associated to de novo cardiac and pharyngeal expressed genes parsed based on primed                
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and de novo accessibility (see Material and Methods). log 
2

odds ratios (see Materials and Methods) are                

shown for motif families significantly enriched (one-tailed hypergeometric test, FDR < 0.05) in the              

indicated peak classes. (B) A 12 kb region of the scaffold L24 displaying expression profiles of RNA-seq                 

and chromatin accessibility profiles of ATAC-seq (normalized tag count) in the Ebf locus. (C) Schematic               

representation of Ebf regulatory elements targeted for CRISPR/Cas9-mediated deletions. Shapes          

represent binding sites located in the regulatory elements. (D) Proportions of larvae halves showing the               

indicated Ebf transcription patterns, in indicated experimental conditions; all the treatments were            

significant versus Tyrosinase (Fisher exact test, p < 0.001). (E-F ) Endogenous expression of Ebf              

visualized by in situ (green) in Tyrosinase CRISPR
and upon CRISPR/Cas9-induced deletion of ATAC-seq             

peaks as indicated, at stage 25 (E) and 27 (F)80
. Nuclei of B7.5 lineage cells are labelled by                  

Mesp>nls::LacZ and revealed with an anti beta-galactosidase antibody (red). Scale bar = 10 µm.  
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